N95 Mask Decontamination Support CONOP

CONCEPT of OPERATIONS
Objective for this mission is to extend the life of current N95 masks stock for all agencies across the state by:
• Support operations at a central N95 decon site (Blue Armory)
• Support the collection of N95 masks at select MONG armories

End State:
• Extend the life of N95 masks thru contracted decontamination
• Mask stockage across the state extends past the life of COVID19

ISO ESF-8, the MONG Joint Force provides support to decontamination operations of N95 masks used as Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) so organizations and agencies fighting COVID19 can re-use masks

KEY TASKS
• Support collection/redistribution of N95 masks from organizations/agencies in JOA
• Support central processing of mask decontamination
• Package MONG N95 masks for decontamination
• MONG SMs supporting mission will attend N95 packaging training